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Tit le of Thesis : Selection of U. S, Navy Ship Alt erations and 
I mprovements on the Bas i s of Eff icient Allocat ion 
of Resources , 
Julian W. Riehl , J r. , Master of Art s , 19 68 . 
Thesis direct ed by: William A. Ni skanen, Ph . D, 
Paul A. Meyer , Ph .D, 
This paper describes and exerci s es a five - st ep methodology 
des i gned t o assist the military planner in solvi ng t he problem 
of selecting t he most economically efficient U. S. Navy ship 
al t eration or modification from among a group of proposed 
al t ernat i ve s . 
The model constructed pertains specifically t o a single 
c l a ss of navy ship -- a hypothet ical nuclear~powered submarine . 
The s ubmarine is considered in a single mis s ion cat egory only, 
i . e ., t he destruct ion of enemy submarines while operat i ng in an 
anti-submar ine barrier. The general methodology, however , is 
des i gned t o be applicable t o other ship-types as well . 
Four hypothet ical, though repr es entat i ve , shi p- al t erat ions 
ar e s elect ed for purposes of exerc i s ing· the model . 
The r e sults of the problem are produced in t he form of 
total s ystems cost vs. effectiveness and marginal cost vs . 
effectivenes s curves. Data presented in this fo rm provides t he 
basis f or s elect ion of most economically efficient of the fo ur 



















Sensitivity-tes ts are conducted to determine the impact that 
variations in major parameters and assumptions will have on the 
problem results. 
The methodology developed in this paper provides a method 
for s election of the most economically efficient alternative, 
but does not allow for the direct determination of an 11 optimumTT 
solution point . This cannot be provided in this type of mili-
tary benefit - cost analysis but must be determined by higher-
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Among the many complex problems facing the military planner 
today is , the persistent one that confronts the U.S. Navy in deter-
mining both t he scope and detail of the Navy 1 s continuing moderni-
zation and improvement program designed to maintain the vast u. s . 
f leet in a posture of maximum combat-readiness. Because of the 
technical complexity of the ship-board equipment s ystems and the 
long service life of 20 - 30 years of the ships themselves, major 
modifications to ships and their equipments tend to be expensive 
investments with long-term maintenance and operation cost 
i mplica t ions . 
In view of the considerable investment that the sum of such 
modificat ions will represent in the expected life-cycle of the ship , 
it becomes of critical importance that the decision to accept or 
r eject each specific modification be undertaken within an anal ytical 
framework which provides a basis for selection based on the econom-
i cally efficient pr inciple of obtaining the des ired military benefit 
with t he minimum expenditure of input resources. 
It is the design of this paper to apply s yst ems analysis to 
the problem of obtaining the maximum milita r y effect i veness for the 
t otal resources invested and, toward this end , to outline and test 






















anal ysis of proposed U.S . Navy ship alterations , The term 
Hal t eration11 hereafter will be used throughout the paper to describe 
any proposed modification or equipment change to an existing U. S, 
Navy ship that is designed to increase its military effectiveness , 
The very immensity of the problem , with the wide variety of 
ships and mission assignments present in the modern navy, requires 
that the anal ysis be conducted at a fairl y low level of s ub- optimi-
zat ion i n order t o keep the dimensions of the analysis within 
manageable bounds, This paper , therefore , will address the problem 
of a l t erations which appl y to a single specific t ype of ship. The 
met hodology developed will be designed to have general application 
to other sh ip t ypes and other specific mission assignments. 
The bas i c conceptual approach followed is t o consider the 
individual ship-system as analogous to a production process used 
by a fi r m t o pr oduc e a specific product , i t s output. In the ca se 
of a man-of-war , t he output or product is the ability of the ship 
to perform i ts ass i gned milit ary mission . This is described by 
a spec ific measure - of- effect i vene s s , such as t ons of ordnance 
delivered ~ area searched per unit of t ime , etc , In this context 3 
'hen, t he various proposed ship-alterat ions to be anal yzed are 
anal ogous t o a l t ernative product ion processes available to a firm , 
In t he case of the firm, this problem can be approached by 
developing a so-called production function for each production pro-
cess whi ch relates output to units of f actor input s. With a cost 
rel ationship for t he f actor inputs , a production- co s t function can 





















var ious levels of output. By comparing the production-cost curves 
of the various competing processes the most TTefficientn, i.e., 
least-cost s ystem for a desired level of output can be determined. 
For selection of the "optimal" point, that which maximizes profit 
to the firm~ however , marginal costs curves together with consumer 
demand curves mus t be examined ? with the "optimal" point of profit 
maximization occurring at that production point where marginal cost 
is equal to marginal revenue. 
In the case of our ship-alteration problem, the process of 
select ion will be much the same, except that of necessity it must 
stop shor t of the fi nal st ep of optimization. Optimizat ion can 
generally not be accomplished in milita ry systems analysis for 
two basic reasons : 
(1) The military syst em l acks the market - mechanism for 
determining demand . 
( 2) Military systems output is almost always described in 
some term of meas urement other than dollars , Since the optimization 
process of the firm is essentially that of maximizing the difference 
between the value df output (revenue) and costs, both dolla r val ues , 
this step cannot be accomplished for military s ys t ems unless the 
output can be de scribed in t erms of dollar value , which generally 
is impossible . 
Und er these circumstances, the most meaningful result that 
a military anal yst can accomplish is to present the production-
cost re l at ionship of each of the ship- a l terations being considered 





















by examining which can produce the greater output for a given budget, 
or that which can produce a desired level of output for the least 
budget cost. 
In this respect the s ystems analyst can be considered to be 
f unctioning much as the production manager of a firm might, in 
laying out and describing the various production-cost functions of 
the competing processes but leaving the decision as to the optimal 
operating point to be resolved by higher level management. 
As ment ioned earlier the complexity of the overall problem 
makes it necessar y that a single type of ship be selected, around 
which t o develop our analytical framework . The specific t ype 
selected for this study is the nuclear- powered attack- class sub-
marine . This type and general class of ship was cho sen for 
s everal reasons : 
(1) It can be considered to have a singl e mission , predominant 
above all others , viz, the destruction of enemy s ubmarines. 
(2 ) It is a modern first - line ship with a l a rge number and 
variety of pr oposed ship-al t erations which represent various levels 
of r esource costs, and which will provide a wide basis from which 
·the al t erations to be used in this study can be chos en . 
Wi th the selection of t h e specific ship~type t o be used as 
the basis for our analysis, we can now summarize the general steps 
that our methodology will follow: 
Step (1) Select the several representative ship~alterations to be 





















( 2) Develop a p:r;pd(UJ.ction function which will express the rela-
t ionship between numbers of submarines assigned to a mission 
( input factors) and their measured effect i veness in accomplishing 
that mi ssion (output). Follow this procedure ~ developing a 
separate 11 production function 11 both for the basic submarine with-
out alterations~ and the basic s ubmarine with the alterations 
added. 
(3) Determine the total resource costs for each submarine 
configuration selected for analysis in Step (2) ~ above . 
(4) Develop Effectiveness vs. Total Cost and Effectiveness 
vs. Marginal Cost curves for each submarine configuration, These 
curve s will provide the medium for comparison of the alternative s 
and will allow selection either on t he bas is of achieving maximum 
output for a given budget level, or the desired output for a 
minimum budget level. 
(5) Repeat Steps (2) and (4 )~ above , for a select ed range of 
sensit i vi ty t est s var ying the significant parameters and assumptions . 
The following chapters will outline the above process in deta il . 
Chapter II will develop t he methodology, Chapter III the costing 
sub- model , and Chapter I V will anal yze the results obtained from 























Chapter One s ummarized a five-step out line of the methodology 
t o be f ollowed i n conducting a systems analys i s of the alterat ions 
to U. S. Navy ships , specifically , nuclear-powered s ubmarines . 
Th e s e five- s t eps are : 
1. Select the ship alt erations for comparison 
2 . Develop a production function 
3. Det ermi ne costs 
4. Develop Ef fec t i vene s s vs . Cost cur ves 
5. Conduct s ens itiv i t y t ests . 
Before proceeding· f ur t her in development o f t he methodology, 
it wi l l be prudent to check the completeness of our proposed pr o -
c edure by comparison with more formalized definitions that have 
been e st ablished for t h e anal yt i c process that we propose to use . 
The t extbook defin i t i on of the syst ems ana l ys is procedure 
contai ns f i ve e ssent i a l elements which a r e common t o any pr oblem 
i nvol v i ng cho i c e among alternative weapons s ys tems. These element s 
have been de s cribed by E. S. Quade a s fo llows : 
111. Th e objective . Systems anal ys i s is undertaken 
pr imarily t o s uggest or, at the very least, help to choose a 
cour s e_. of action . The action must have an aim or objective . 
Policies or strategies, forces or equipment are examined, 
compared, and preferred on the basis of how well and how 





















2. The alternatives. The alternatives are the means 
by which it is hoped the objectives can be obtained . They 
need not be obvious substitutes or perform t he s ame specific 
function. 
7 
3. The costs. Each alternative means of accomplishing 
the objectives impl ies the use of specific resources which 
cannot be used for other purposes, 
4. A model (or models), The model is a representation 
of the situation under study designed to predict the cost and 
performance of each alternative. I t abstracts the relevant 
features of the situation by means which may vary from a set 
of mathemat ical equations or a computer program to an idealized 
description of the situation in which judgement alone is used 
to assess the consequences of various choices. 
5. A criterion . A criterion is a rule or test by which 
one alternative can be chosen in preference to another. It 
provides a means for using cost and effectiveness to order 
the alternatives."l 
A careful inspection of our five - step methodology outlined in 
ChapterOnewill r eveal that each o f the above essential elements is 
contained wi thin i ts framework : 
The objective - This is the mission of the nuclear-powered 
submarine as stated i n Chapter One ; i .e., the destruction of enemy 
s ubmarines. It must be more precisely defined in t erms of a specific 
measure of effectiveness . Thi s will be accomplished l ater in this 
chapter. 
The a lternatives - These are the various ship- a l t erations 
whi ch have been s elected for analysis. They will be de scribed i n 
detail in this chapter. 
The costs - The role of cost s in our methodology has already 
been discussed in Chapter One . The costing sub-model is covered in 
Chapt er Three . 
1E. S. Quade ~ (ed,) , Analysis for Milit ary Decisions (Chicago: 





















A model - In essence the whole five- step pr ocedure for the 
methodology presented in Chapter One, is in fact an out line of the 
model by which the analysis will take place, 
A criterion - The criterion for choice is provided by Effective-
ness vs, Total Cost and Effectiveness vs. Marginal Cost curves, 
which provide the basis for selection from among the alternat i ves 
by the higher-level decision-maker , 
Having determined that our basic methodology appearscomplete 
in its essential elements let us now examine the inner-structure 
of each procedural step in greater detail, 
The P~oduction Function, 
Since our "production function" is a relation between numbers 
of submarines and effectiveness of these submarines, it is essential 
t hat some measure-of-effectiveness be derived that will adequately 
gauge the level of performance of the submarine in the accomplish-
ment of its mission, The measure of effectiveness (MOE) shoul d 
fulfill several requirements: 1 
(1) It must be relevant to the mission of the system being 
considered , 
(2) It should be measurable, 
1William A. Niskanen, U.S, National Security Objectives and 
the Choice of Measures of Effectlveness (Internal Note N-3Dl(R), 
Economic and Political Studies Division, Institute for Defense 





















The MOE selected that fulfills both of these requirements is the 
probability of killing an enemy submarine (PK), This MOE is 
obviously related to the basic mission being considered, the 
destruction of enemy submarines ; and, as we shall see , it is a 
mea surable quantity in that it is the measure of output used by 
our tactical sub-model in generating our production (effectiveness) 
funct ion. 
Since the Probability of Kill is probabilistic in nature, it 
has the added advantage of being applicable to any size enemy force 
and hence tends to broaden the range of applicability of our results . 
Having selected our basic s ystem, the submarine, and determined 
its mission and the relevant MOE, the next step is to describe the 
miss ion environment within which the submarine will operate. There 
are various methods that a submarine can follow in seeking out and 
destroying another submarine, This paper will investigate but one 
of these; the remainder must be the subject of separate analyses, 
The method of operation selected for this analysis is one in which 
U. S. submarines form in a single line o~ 11 bar r ier" across the 
expected path of enemy submarines. The concept of this t ype of 
operation is that the submarines forming the barrier will lie 
qui etly i n wait and attack the enemy submarine as he passes through 
the area in which the barrier has been established, 
In order to generate our production, or effectiveness, function 
we will require a tactical sub-model which can satisfactorily repre-
s ent the tactical situation that we desire and which is capable of 
g enerating the desired measure of effectiveness, Probability of Kill 





















This t ype of result could be obtained by several types of 
models . One type is an analytical model which describes the rela-
t ionships in mathematical ter ms f r om which the end result (PK) 
can be calculated. Because of the complex relationships that exist 
both with respect to the geometrical configurations that develop 
in the course of an attack problem, and the descr iption of basic 
physical phenomena involved, such as the propagation of sound-
waves in an open-ocean environment, such a model ha s yet to be 
developed in a satisfactory form. This writer was unfortunately 
unable to advance the state of the art to any significant extent. 
The second type of model is one that solves the attack problem 
by means of a computer simulation. A great deal of progress has 
r ecently been made in this area, with a number of models currently 
under development. One such working computer model that proved 
adaptable to the requirements of this study isthe 11 CNA-Sub vs . Sub 
Model" developed by the Center for Naval Analysis. This model 
wa s employed in our analysis to develop the basic effectiveness 
f unction for each of the submarine configurations studied. Specific 
advantages presented by this model were that it sat isfactorily 
approximated the dynamics of the tactical situation , and allowed 
for a full range of variation of the significant parameters , such 
as equipment and performance characteristics of both U.S. and enemy 
submarines, sound propagation conditions , and adjustment of barrier 
g eometry. 
I t should be noted that the abilit y of such a model to recreate 





















the us efulness of the results obtained and must be carefully 
exami ned in any analysis upon which actual decisions are to be 
ba s ed. Since the purpose of this paper is to develop a methodology 
and not to produce results that are accurate in any absolute sense , 
any tactical submodel which results in a rough approximation of 
the real world would be entirely satisfactory tor the stated 
obj ectives of this study. 
In order to generate the basic production f unction relating 
effect iveness to the force level of submarines, a number of limiting 
conditions must be applied to our tactical sub- model: 
(1) The dimensions of the submarine barrier must be estab-
lished and will be held constant throughout the problem. The size 
of this barrier will be dictated by the specific wartime mission, 
the specific force level and range of effectiveness desired to be 
tested. 
(2) The environmental conditions must be specified. The 
sound propagation conditions and sea state are especially critical 
s ince they affect the distances at which the submarines can det ect 
each other. These inputs are considered to be paramet ers and will 
be varied during the process of sensitivity testing. 
(3 ) The performance characteristics of both the barrier sub~ 
marine and the enemy submarine must be specified . To avoid entering 
into areas of security classification the characterist ics used were 
purposely chosen to avoid representat ion of any specific class of 
ship. The exact characteristic s used must of course remain classi~ 






















(4) In order to present a standard tactical problem, it is 
as sumed that the enemy submarine would transit the barrier at right 
angles to the barrier itself, and wo uld transit at a steady speed 
until an actual engagement takes place. The various tactical 
assumptions regarding the actions that each submarine would under-
take during the engagement phase are classified information. It 
is further assumed that enemy submarines will transit singly and 
will arrive at the barrier at random intervals in time and with 
a uniform frequency distribution. 
With the dimensions of the barrier established and the input 
variables selected, the actual effectiveness vs. force level data 
can now be generated by placing varying numbers of U.S. submarines, 
equally spaced, within the barrier confines and exercising the 
computer sub-model to obtain a probability-of-kill on a random 
transit ing enemy submarine, for each number of U.S. submarines 
placed in the barrier. 
The resulting data will be used to generate our desired pro-
d .ct ion function i n terms of effectiveness (PK) vs. numbers of 
U.S. submarines used to form the barrier. Representative curves 
of this t ype are shown in Figure 4-2 . The se curves have been 
produced for each of the four submarine configurations selected 
for te sting as alternative systems. Each of these alternative 





















Selection of Alternatives :t£_£~Co~paE~~ , 
A wide variety and number of prospective submarine alterations 
were available from which to choose the four alternatives used in 
our model. The alterations actually selected were chosen on the 
basis of their expected impact on the output function, their 
appl icability to the submarine mission being analyzed, and to 
produce as wide a variation as possible in exercising the costing 
sub-model. 
Actual value s pertaining to the performanc e and cost data of 
each al teration are classified, so exact fig ures cannot be presented . 
Comparisons will be made on a relative basis only. 
The f our basic alternative ship configurations select ed for 
comparison and t esting i n the model are as follows: 
Alt ernative (1 : A basic (hypothet ic al) nuclear - powered sub-
marine , Specifi c performance characteristics were assigned to t his 
submarine such as speed ~ radiated and self-noise , and the under-
water detection ability of its sonar equipment . The characteristics 
of a t orpedo weapon s yst em were also provided , 
Alternative (2): The basic s ubmarine described as Alt ernative 
(1) 3 above , plus a significant improvemen to the passive sonar 
equipment which i ncreas es the expected detection range on the 
enemy submarine , 
Alternat i ve ( 3): The basic submarine plus new equipment and 
t echnical refinement s which improve both the self-noise and r adiated-
no ise characterist ics of the s ubmarine . Improved (lower) self-noise 





















and lower radiated-noise will reduce the range at which the submarine , 
it self , can be detected by the enemy. 
Alternative (4): The basic submarine plus an improved weapons 
system which includes an advanced t ype of torpedo of increased range 
and speed, 
The above alternatives will produce a fairly wide range of 
effects on t he performance characteristics of the basic submarine. 
In addit ion, they :represent a wide variation in t ypes and amount of 
costs i ncurred ; e .g. , a1ternative(2) has moderate installation costs 
wi t h research and development costs already expended;altemati'kl e (3) 
had moderate research and development costs not yet expended plus 
high investment and increased maintenance and operation costs. 
Altern~tive ( 4) is by far the most expensive -~ with high research 
and development costs plus high investment and continuing maintenance 
cost s . 
The cost sub-model us ed for each of these alterations is 
di scus s ed in detail in Chapter Three , 
Criterion for Comparison·(..:. 
As described earlier , in Chapter One, the concept of our meth~ 
odological approach is to develop an analytical fr amework which will 
produce a basis for comparison similar to that followed by the 
indi vidual firm in selecting from among several competing production 
processes . That basis for comparison, in the context of our study , 
is the Total Cost vs . Effectiveness curves and Marginal Cost vs . 
Effe ct i veness cur ves developed by combining t he production f unction, 





















A~ explained earlier, our analysis must of necessity stop 
short of choosing an !!optimal!! solution since it is meaningless to 
attempt to maximize the difference between effectiveness, measured 
in PK, and the resource costs , mea s ured in dollars . With this 
limitation, the best our analysis can do , is to select the most 
effic ient of t he fo ur alternative ship configurations presented 
for comparison. There are two specif ic criteria that may be 
applied in thi s instance: either -- that alternative which pro-
duc es the maximum effectiveness for a given budget , or -- that 
a l t ernative which produces a given level of effectiveness for the 
least budget . Either of these criteria can be applied directly 
t o the Total Cost vs. Effectivene ss cur ves and selection of the 
most efficient system made on the basis of t he budget-level or 
effecti vene ss constraints i mpo s ed by the decision- maker . 
The marginal cost cur ves display t he relation of increment of~ 
t ot al cost per increment of effectiveness as the level of effective-
ness is varied . This i nformation is not directl y helpful in making 
our basi c selection of the most efficient a l t ernative but, as we 
shall see , can be of a id i n determining the most efficient 
Tl cost .. effective TI -- area. ·for operation of the selected s ys t em, and 
can be us ed as a basis for compar ing effectiveness with other 
mi litar y un i ts performing the same mission. 
The t otal cost and marginal co st cur ve s developed as a resul t 
of this study are shown as Figures 4-3 through 4-9. The specif ic 
results of applying the criterion t o these curves are discussed in 




















Sens i t i vity Testing .~~~~:~-
Once the basic set of cost-effect i veness curves ha s been 
gener ated, the resul ts must be tested to determine their sensi-
tivity t o variat ions in significant input parameters . 
1 6 
This is accomplished by re-running .the basic problem for each 
of t he alternative submarine configurations with the new values of 
input parameters inserted. The resul ts are then compared to deter-
mine their s ensitiveness to the parameters t hat were varied , 
It is apparent that an almost limitless number of combinations 
of parameter vari ations are available for testing . In view of the 
time constraints on the analyst ~ onl y a few of the apparently 
significant parameters were varied in this analysis and primarily 
to develop limit ing cases . 
Sensitivity t ests, us ing i n each i nstance variations from the 
bas i c problem conditions , were conducted in the following cases : 
(1) Variat ion of sound propagation conditions 
(2 ) Variat ion of enemy submarine characteristics 
(3) Variat ion of the location of t he s ubmarine barrier from 
home port . 
The resul ts and significance of thes e t ests are discussed in 






















In systems analysis we are concerned with the problem of 
minimizing t he consumption of scarce resources for a fixed or 
desired level of output ~ or maximizing the output with respect to 
a given level of r esource consumption. In military s ystems anal-
ys is dollar cost is used as an approximation of the real cost of 
t he t otal resour c es expended . For example ~ in the four alternative 
systems that we have under considerat ion in our pres ent problem , 
we need some way of representing the s um of the many dissimilar 
resources i nvolved: Traini ng 3 equipment, hardware , t orpedoes, 
manpower ? base f acilit ies , t ender s upport , etc . The single 
measure that can be applied to all , and hence to t he aggregation 
of the r esources , is dollar cost. 
The computation of the t otal dollar cos·t is obviousl y of 
critical i mportance to the results of any cost - effect i veness type 
analysis . As po inted out by G. H, Fisher ,1 it is not necessary 
that the cost estimates produc ed be pr ecisely accurate t o the 
degree r equired for fuudget administration, but they sho uld be a s 
accur ate and incl us ive as poss i ble i n the relat i ve sense ~- for 
the comparison of competing systems . Toward this end consistent 





















rules for the inclusion and aggregation of costs must be applied 
t o all systems being compared. 
There are three primary problem areas for which rules must 
fir st be established in order that our cost analysis proceed on 
a consistent basis: 
( a Select ion of a planning period 
(b ) Estimation of the value of resources at the beginning 
and end of the planning period, and 
(c ) Selection of the rate of interest for present value 
comput at ions . 
Selection of t he Pl anni ng Period . 
18 
The planni ng period provide s the basic time framework within 
which t he tot a l i nvestment and operating costs are aggregated for 
each s yst em . The leng·t h of t he planning period is largely depen-
dent on t he average s ervi ce life of the military s ys tem being 
considered. I n this study we have a basic nuclear submarine 
system with an expected servi ce life of from twenty to t hirty 
years . In addit ion, we have several proposed alt erat ions to t his 
bas i c submarine system ~ each of which will have a service life 
considerabl y less t han that of the basic s ubmarine . A ten- year 
s ervice life was assumed to be an average figure for these types 
o f alterations which . would normally be expected to be replaced 
two or three times during the total life span of the ship , itself . 
Since t he main effort of our analysis will be in i nten-comparisons 





















period i s the length of average life-cycle of the alterations, or 
ten years, This result also corresponds with a standard rule pre-
scribed for military analysis. 1 
With the length of the planning period established , the next 
step is to determine at what point in the future the planning 
period should begin, The beginning point of the planning period 
will be determined by the date furthest in the future that any 
of the systems under consideration will be ready for act i ve 
operational s ervice, 
In this instance? our s ystems all have different planned 
res earch and development phases . The new torpedo s yst em has a 
five-year development plan, of which two years have already been 
completed; the sonar improvement alteration has a three-year 
development plan which can commence immediately; the sound 
characteristics alteration has completed its research and develop-
ment phas e and can be placed in service i n the current fiscal 
year, 
Following our rule that the l atest system to become opera-
tional will determine the beg·inning point of the planning period 
the first year of our planning period will be four years hence ~ 
or fiscal year 19 7L 
1William A. Niskanen, A .Sug.g.e.s.ted Treatment of Time- Distributed 
Expenditures in Defense Systems ~nalysis (Internal Note N-396(R) 
Economic and Political Studies Division, Institute for Defense 





















Est i mated Value at Beginning and End of the Planning Period. 
' . . . 
In arriving at the estimated val ue to be a ssigned each system 
at t he beginning and end of the planning period, several different 
circumstances pres ent themselves. 
In the case of the sonar improvement al teration and the noise 
characteristic s improvement alteration the useful military life of 
each alteration is considered to be ended at the completion of 
the t en-year planni ng cycle . The val ue for t hi s end posit ion is 
calcul ated using t he rule of exponential decay of val ue which 
r esul ts i n a val ue at the end of the ten year service life equal 
to 25 perc ent of the original investment cost. 1 
For the new torpedo s ystem it was as s umed that at the end of 
t en years the t orpedo would either be r etained for use with older 
submarines or would be sold to foreign governments at abo ut 50 
percent of the original inve stment val ue . 
I n t he case of t he basi c submarine configuration neither an 
i nve stment val ue at the beginning of t he planning period nor a 
sal vage val ue at the end was computed , This is j ustified on the 
grounds that the original i nvestment is considered 11s unk 11 since 
all the submarines i n our hypothetical forc e are assumed to 
already have been built at the start of our problem. The salvage 
val ue at the end of the planni ng period is not included for t wo 
reasons: 




















(1) Based on a t wenty year service life the sal vage value 
figured by the exponential-decay rule would be 50 percent of the 
original investment value . Because of the extremely high value 
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of original i nvestment this would seriously distort the total cost 
val ue computed for the submarine . 
(2) Si nce the total cost of the basic submarine is also in-
cluded in the total cost of each of the alterations being computed 
t he salvage val ue of the basic submarine would be common to all of 
the s ystems costs and can therefore be eliminated without serious 
cons equences . 
Selection of I nterest Rate for Present Value . 
In constructing our cost-anal ys is sub~model we emplo y the 
princ iple of 11 discountingtr the value of f uture expenditures in 
t erms of some selected discount rate . To explain the relevancy 
of this conc ept we refer back to the analogy of the product ion 
firm that we i ntroduced in the f irst chapter. This firm in its 
financial operations has an option of i nvest i ng the f unds it has 
available today at the going market i nterest rat e . If this r ate 
of r eturn is six percent per year then $100 in hand , today~ is 
t he equiva lent of $106 a year from now and~ assuming the rate of 
r etur n holds constant , should be worth about $180 t en years from 
now. In making its i nvestment decisions? therefore , the firm 
must consider , among other things , not only t he expected r ate- of-
r et ur ns but the f uture time~ period i n which ·the investment (costs) 





















occurring a t different future times equi valent, is t o apply an 
appr opriate discount rate to all f uture values , so that all are 
stated in ter ms of 11 present value" of the dollar . 
The val ue of a dollar i n some f uture year (t) in t erms of 
a pr e sent dollar is relat ed to some specified i nter est rate (r) 




= Value of dollar at some future year , t . 
r = appropr iat e i nter est rate . 
In t he comparisons of alt ernative milita r y s ystems, the 
reasons for discount i ng are pr ecisely t he- s ame- a s they are for 
the private firm. The $180 gain ( cost) that will occur ten years 
from now is the equi valent of onl y $100 today because resources 
can be made to grow that much if put t o alt ernative uses (assuming 
a constant inter est rate of 6 percent i n t he f uture ). 
For example , a ship-al t erat ion that requi r es heavy expendi~ 
tures i mmedi ately uses f unds, t oday, whi ch could have been us ed 
to financ e productive private i nvestment. In consider i ng t he t otal 
f uture costs allowable t o t h is al t erat ion, t her efore 9 i t should 
be char g ed at least a rate repres enting the marketts evaluation 
of the marginal productivity of s uch i nvestment. 1 
1
charles J. Hi tch and Roland N. McKean , The Economics of 





















For this reason any aggregation of the expenditures for a 
military system over a period of years implies the use of some 
interest rate to reduce the value of these expenditures in terms 
of today's dollar. Failure to do so will result in a bias in 
cost anal ys is in favor of those systems with a shorter life- cycle, 
or those for which the bulk of expendi tures occur early in the 
life-cycle , 
The i nterest rate chosen for present~value computations in 
this paper i s ten percent . This represents the opportunity costs 
to the government of government borrowing activity and is higher 
th 1 h . . b d 1 an mere y t e go1ng 1nterest rate on government on s. The 
gover nment bond i nterest rate should be adjusted by subtracting 
additional personai income taxes realized on the interest payments 
and adding the corporate and personal i ncome taxes lost through 
reduction i n capital formation. 
The components of this ten percent which represents the total 
borrowing cost to the government have been computed as follows: 2 
1 The rationale underlying this selection is presented in 
f ur ,ther detail in William A. Niskanen, A Suggested Treatment of 




















Government Borrowing Rate 
Less Personal Income Tax on I nterest 
Pl us Corporate Taxes Forgone 
Personal Income Taxes Forgone 
+ 4. 7% 
- 1 .6% 
+ 4 . 6% 
+ 2. 0% 
9.7% ~ 10% 
The above system of computation is considered valid under 
the general current economic situation in the United States 
where the economy is at a level of full or nearly- full employ-
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ment with t otal private investment at a constant level , in the short 
t erm. Under these circumstances, a dollar of government borrowing 
can be assumed to displace a dollar of private investment. 
Categories of Costs . 
The components of each system cost were considered in three 
time-phased categories: 
(a ) Re s earch and development costs. These are considered to 
be fixed-costs and independent of the forc e level . 
(b) Investment costs. These expenditures are a f unction of 
the force level but are essentially one-time costs. These costs 
include the original equipment and i nstallation costs plus the 
cost of constructing supporting i nst allations which are pro-rated 
over the force of submarines. 
(c) Operating costs. Expenditures which are a function of 
the force level and which are recurring i n nature. Thes e i nclude 





















The formula by which the future time-stream of system costs 
can be collapsed into a present value is: 
n 
~=~ where (n+l) = number of years 
t=o 
until the end of the planning cycle; Ct = the cost in the 
tth year; r = interest rate at which future costs are discounted; 
PV =present value of future expenditures. 
Costing Procedures for Individual Systems. 
Tables 3-1 through 3-4 display the samples of the cost-
stream summary formats used in the computation of the aggregate 
discounted s ystem costs for each of the submarine configurations 
being analyzed. Since the cost data is classified, actual dollar 
values do not appear in these examples. A discussion of the 
major cost components of each configuration's s ystem costs plus 
supporting rationale is included below. 
Basic Submarine System Costs (Table 3-1). No research and 
devel opment or investment costs appear in this format. Since 
the entire force of submarines being considered is assumed to 
be already in existence, these costs are treated as ''sunk" costs. 
The system costs considered therefore consist entirely of recurring 
operating and maintenance costs for the ten year planning per iod 
extending from fiscal year 1971 through 1980. Actual cost data 
used were average figures of several classes of submarines 
obtained from the Navy Program Factors Book, OPNAV 90P-02. 
----- --·-',-- .... --------
TABLE 3-l 
BASIC SUBMARINE SYSTEM COST-STREAM SUMMARY 
Fiscal Year 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
Discount Year (t) ( 3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 
Operation & Maintenance 
(Pro-rated) 
Non-Scheduled Repairs II XXX 
Personnel Pay & Allowances 11 XXX 
Maintenance Material II XXX 
Supply & Equippage II XXX 
Alterations II XXX 
Indirect Support XXX 
Total 0 & M Costs xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
Overhaul II xxxx xxxx xxxx 
Nuclear Cor e II xxxx 






















Non-scheduled Repairs: The average value of annual 
voyage repairs needed to keep submarines in first - line operating 
condition. 
Personnel Bay and Allowances: Self- explanatory . 
Maintenance Material: Annual expenditure for major 
items of equipment requiring replacement. 
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Suppl y and Equippage : Annual cost of replacement spare 
parts and consumables , plus some major items of e quipment not 
incl uded above . 
Alterations: Average annual cost of major modifications 
whi ch a·re required to maintain or improve military capability. 
I ndirect-Support: A pro-rated portion of the overall 
navy support cost for t r aining, logist i cs? and overhead, which 
can be cons idered to be a f unction of the number of ships in the 
active fleet . 
Overhaul: Total charges i ncurred for an average overhaul. 
The overhaul cycle fo r our hypothet ical submarine is assumed to be 
6 months of overhaul and 36 months of operation. 
Nuclear Core : Nuclear core r eplacement will occur at 
approximat ely regular i ntervals. The exact i nterval us ed for 
planni ng i s c l assified . It i s a ssumed t o be greater than ten 
years, and the cost figure appearing in the last column ( FY 80) is 
adjusted by an appropriate factor , less than l . 
Total Cost Funct ion: Each of the cost components is a 
f unction of the number of submarines, therefore the formula for 



















submarine configuration is: 
where: 
Total Cost = PV (S) 
PV is the present value of the discounted cost-
12 c 
--"' t t stream computed by PV ~
t=3 (l+r) 
Ct = Total systems cost for year TTtTT. 
S is the number of submarines being considered. 
Improved Torpedo Weapon System Costs (Table 3-2). For the 
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sake of illustration, it is assumed that the improved torpedo and 
its associated weapons system is one that has a five-year research 
and development schedule, of which two years have already been 
completed. This system presents an interesting exercise in cost 
analysis since it includes examples of all categories of costs 
that have been discussed including research and development costs, 
one-time investment and support costs, and salvage values for 
both the current and the future torpedo systems. 
Research and Development, Test and Evaluation : This 
item includes all costs associated with the research and develop-
ment, test and evaluation of the torpedo. This is a fixed cost 
considered independent of the number of torpedoes which are 
produced. 
Investment - Weapons System: This includes the initial 
allowance of torpedoes carried on board the submarine plus an 
additional amount carried in supply stock-points as reserve for 
- -i--- -·-------------
TABLE 3- 2 
I MPROVED TORPEDO WEAPON SYSTEM COST-STREAM SUMMARY 
Fiscal Year 1968 1969 1970 !1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 19 80 
Discount Year (t) ( 0) (1) C 2 ) I ( 3 ) (4) (5) ( 6) (7) ( 8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 
Re search & Development xxxx XXX XXX 
Test & Evaluation XXX XXX 
Total Fixed Costs xxxx xxxx xxxx 
Investment ( Pro- Rated) 
Weapons System II xxxx 
Base & Tender XXX XXX XX 
Support 
OQeration & Mainte-
nance (Pro-rated ) 
Torpedoes Expended II xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
Training & Main-
tenance XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX XXX 
Spares XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX XX 
Salvage Value ( MK 37 ) c-) xxxx 
Salvage Value of Im-
proved Torpedo System I (-)xxxx 
Total Annual Pro- rated I xxxx 
r-0 





















e ach submarine, Also included are the equipment and installation 
co sts of the associated ~control system and the initial buy of 
spare parts for both torpedoes and the fire control s ystem, 
Investment - Support: This i ncludes the costs of modify-
i ng submarine tenders and shore-based facilities required to support 
the new weapons s ystem. The figure used was arrived at by corn~ 
put ing the support cost for the total force of submarines being 
considered and dividing by the number of submarines to obtain an 
average , pro-rated figure , 
Operat ing Costs - Torpedoes Expended: This figure is the 
t otal cost of the number of t orpedoes planned to be fired by each 
submarine i n peace-time exercises each year times a factor to 
account for t he average torpedo loss-rate , 
Operat i ng Costs - Training and Maintenance: The to~al 
cost s of t he additional maintenance and training support personnel 
r equired by the new weapons s ystem , This total cost figure is 
di vided by t he tot al number of s ubmarines to obtain an average 
pro~rated figure , 
Operat i ng Costs - Maintenance Spares : Estimated cost of 
annual i ncremental consumption of spare part s required to refur bish 
torpedoes fi r ed i n exercises each year by each s ubmarine. This 
figure is computed by subtracting the average spare parts cost 
of the old torpedo from the estimated costs of the new torpedo. 
Salvage Value of the Present Weapons System (Mk 37 Torpedo ): 
Thi s figure r epresents the value of t he present weapons system in 





















torpedoes may be r etained for use on older second-line submarines 
or they may be sold to foreign navies. It was assumed that 50 
percent were retained and that 50 percent were sold at some frac-
tion of their cost of replacement. The sa l vage val ue used is the 
average of these t wo prices multiplied by the total number of tor-
pedoes carried on board and in reserve for each s ubmarine. This 
Mk 37 s a l vag e figure is subtracted from the investment figure for 
the new weapons s ystem. 
Salvage Value of the New Weapons System : This figure 
is computed in the same manner a s for the Mk 37 weapon s ystem, 
described above. The total value for each submarine i s t hen 
entered as a minus quantity in t he l ast year (FY 80) cost column. 
Total Cost Function : The t otal cost function f or the 
improved torpedo weapons s ystem is r epresented by the followi ng 
formul a, expressed in terms of thirteen- year discounted costs: 




TCB + PV1 + PV2(S) 
Total cost of t he basic submarine a s 
computed on page 2.tf. 
Present val ue of R&D costs computed by : 
2 
=2: t t=o (l+r) = R&D costs 
Present Val ue of Inve stment and Operating 
12 





















Ct = Investment and operating costs for 
year 1ft!!. 
S = Number of submarines. 
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Sonar Improvement System Costs (Table 3-3) . The sonar 
improvement alteration has a projected research and development 
period of three years. On the basis of engineering estimates it 
is assumed that the addition of the alteration will cause no 
sig·nificant increase in maintenance or support requirements over 
those of the presently i nstalled sonar equipment. 
Other line items of Table 3-3 are for the most part self-
explanatory . 
Since the a l t eration is essentially a modification of the 
present sonar equipment, no sal vage value can be attributed to 
the old equipment, as it remains in use . The salvage value of the 
sonar improvement alteration at the end of the ten year life-cycle 
is calculated at 25 percent of its original investment cost, 
us ing the exponential- decay rule for val ue depreciation of mili-
tar y equipment . 
The derived total cost function for the sonar improvement 
configuration expressed in terms of a thirteen-year discounted 
cost is : 
where : 
Total Cost = 
TCB is the total cost of the basic s ubmarine computed 





















PV1 is the present value of R&D costs. 
PV2 is the present value of operation and maintenance 
costs. 
PV1 and PV2 are computed in the same manner as shown 
for the torpedo weapons s ystem on page 31 , 
S Number of submarines. 
Noise Improvement Systems Cost s (Table 3-4) . All research and 
development work is assumed to have been completed on this altera-
tion, These costs therefore represent non-chargeable, nsunk,n 
expenditures. Maintenance costs for the new and modified 
equipments are considered to be no greater than for the equipment 
that it replaces. 
Trials : This is a recurring item that refers to special 
tr i a l runs conducted by the s ubmarine to test its sound noise 
characteristics . It is estimated, for the purposes of this study, 
that these will occur at the time of each overhaul period. 
Training and Facili t ies : These items represent the costs 
of additional training personnel and new facilities required to 
s upport this alteration. The f igures are in t erms of the pro- rated 
value of the total cost for each submarine . 
Sal vage Values : Presently installed equipment is assumed 
to have no salvage value since a large proport ion of it is modified 
and r etained as part of the new alteration and the remainder has 
value primaril y as scrap . The end point salvage value for the 
newl y installed equipment is computed at 25 percent of the initial 
investment co st, using the exponential decay-rate principle. 
----- -·-------------
TABLE 3-3 
SONAR I MPROVEMENT SYSTEMS COST- STREAM SUMMARY 
Fiscal Year 1968 19 69 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 19 76 
Discount Year ( t) ( 0 ) (1) ( 2 ) ( 3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7 ) ( 8 ) 
Research & Devel opment xxxx xxxx xxxx 
Total Fixed Costs xxxx xxxx xxxx 
Inves tment ( Pro- r ated costs ) 
Equ i pment II XXXX 
Installation XXX 
Salvage Value of the New System 
Total Pro-rated Annual Costs xxxx 
19 77 1978 
( 9) ( 10) 
19 79 1980 
(11) (12 ) 























Cost Function: The total cost function for the noise 
i mprovement al teration, expressed in terms of thirteen year dis -
counted costs is: 
wher e : 
Tot al Cost = + PV(S) 
TCB i s the total cost of the basic submarine derived 
on page 28 . 
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PV = Present Value of Operation and Maintenance Costs 
computed as f or the basic s ubmarine on page 28. 
8 = Number o f Submarines. 
----- -·-------------
TABLE 3- 4 
NOISE IMPROVEMENT SYSTEM-COST STREAM SUMMARY 
Fiscal Year 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 
Discount Year (t) ( 3 ) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) ( 9) 
Investment (Pro- Rated) 








02eration & Maintenance 
(Pro-Rated) 




Salvage Value of New 
System II 
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In summary, we have compiled in this chapter the total 
system cost applicable to each of the four basic submarine con-
figurat ions , or s ystems, that we have under consideration. We 
have f urther derived a total cost function for each system which 
rel ates the total resource costs of each s ystem to the submarine 
force level for a thirteen year cost period, discounted at a 
standard rate of ten percent per year. 
A plot of these four total cost functions vs. the force 
level of submarines is shown in Figure 3-1 . 
In Chapter Four these relationships will be combined with 
the effect i veness function to produce effectiveness vs. cost 
relationships which serve as the basis for the comparison of our 
















Total Systems Cost vs. Nos. of Submarines 
(l) Basic Submarine 
(2) Basic Submarine plus Improved Sonar 
(3) Basic Submarine plus Improved Noise 
(4) Basic Submarine plus New Torpedo 



























CHAPTER I V 
TESTING AND COMPARISON 
In this chapter we shall exercise and test the methodology 
t hat we have constructed in the previous chapters. We shall do 
this by outlining, the precise circumstances under which the 
problem is assumed to be conducted, by supplying the required 
i nput data in consonance with our basic limiting conditions, 
developing our basis for comparison -- the cost-effectiveness 
relat ionships, and applying our criterion for selection. We 
shall examine the results produced by our methodology and conduct 
s everal tests to determine the sensitivity of our results. 
As a preliminary step to the actual exercise of our method-
ology, the bas ic conditions under which our problem is to be con-
ducted must be clearly established . These conditions can be 
broken- down i nto the following elements: 
(1) A s ummary of the general assumptions under which our 
model was developed. 
(2 ) A description of the military mission . 
(3) A description of environmental conditions. 
(4) A description of the U.S. submarine characteristics. 
(5) An estimate of the enemy submarine characteristics. 























(a) Our analysis is conducted on the level of sub-optimization 
which assumes that :there is no question as to the validity of the 
submarine mission of destroying enemy submarines, i.e., we are not 
conc erned with the comparison of other competing military s ystems, 
such a s destroyers, aircraft, etc . 
(b) It is assumed that the entire force of submarines con-
cerned in this problem is homogeneous i n nature; it consists of a 
single t ype and class of ship -- a hypothetical nuclear attack-class 
submarine, with a single primary military mission. That mission 
is the destruction of enemy submarines . It is further assumed 
that in carrying out this mission, the submarines will operate in 
an ant i -submarine t ype barrier. 
(c) It is assumed that the enemy submarine force is also 
homogenous in nature, and all the enemy submarines follow the same 
tact i c s in approaching and traveling through the barrier area. 
(d) The problem is conducted under the general strategic 
conditions of limited or general, non-nuclear war . 
Description of the Military Mission. 
A single t ype of mission is assumed , specifically, one in 
which the U.S . submarines form a "barrier" and lie in wait for 
the enemy submarine. For the purposes of our problem, a rectan-
gular~ shaped barrier is formed with each submarine assigned an 
equal area of r esponsibility within the barrier . The barrier is 





















and consists of only a single line-abreast formation of submarines. 
A schematic representation of such a barrier is shown in 
Figure 4-l below: 
i Direction of approach of enemy submarines. 
FIGURE 4-l 
where: 
s l, 82 , ... s n repre sents the area a ssigned to 
each submarine in the barrier 
Ll' 12 , ... L is n the distance measured along the 
front of t he barrier for each submarine area. 
The dimensions of this barrier must be specified. Its size 
directly controls the s cale of the problem since the length of 
the barrier determines both the force level of submarines required 
t o support the barrier and range of effectiveness levels that can 






















A standard set of environmental conditions are assumed for our 
basic problem. These include characteristics of the ocean area in 
which the barrier has been established : Water temperature, 
salinity, density, depth of water, sea-bottom conditions, the 
variation of temperature and density with depth of water and sea-
state (a roughness measure of the surface of the water). From 
this data is developed a mathematical expression relating the 
propagation of sound in the water to distance, for the particular 
area considered. This is based on methods described in Commander 
of Submarine Development Group Two, Sonar Operators Manual . The 
exact conditions selected cannot be described, here, but will be 
termed a s naveragen for our basic problem set. 
For our basic problem, also, it is assumed that the barrier 
is situated immediately adjacent to the port at which the U.S. 
(barrier) submarines are based. This is significant in that it 
means that no time is lost by the submarines in traveling from the 
home port to the barrier location. 
U.S. ( Barrier) Submarine Characteristics . 
The performance characteristics of the barrier submar ines for 
each of four alternative s ubmarine configurations are established 
for the following items: Speed capability , radiated noise vs. 
speed; self-noise vs. speed; characteristics of the underwater 
sensor s ystem (the sonar) described in technical measurements of 





















of the torpedo weapons system including speed, range, and variation 
of torpedo probability-of-kill with range. The variation of error 
in the solution of the tactical problem by the barrier submarine 
a s a function of the range of the enemy submarine is also provided. 
The Enemy Submarine Characteristics. 
The enemy submarine used in our model occurs in two variations--
one which is termed a 11noisy11 submarine, and an improved variation 
t ermed a 11 quiet 11 submarine. The 11 quiet 11 submarine is used as the 
enemy submarine in our basic problem. This is a nuclear submarine 
with noise characteristics about equal to those of our basic 
barrier submarine configuration, and its weapon s ystem is the 
equi valent of that given to our basic submarine. 
The 11 n6isy11 enemy submarine is used in one of the sensitivit y 
t est variations of our basic problem . This is a nuclear-powered 
s ubmarine, but one that has decidely inferior self-noise and 
radiated-noise characteristics as compared with the basic barrier 
s ubmarine configuration. Its weapon s ystem is the same as that of 
t he 11 quiet 11 submarine. 
The same type of performance characteristics inputs are pro-
vided for each t ype of enemy submarine as for the barrier submarine . 
Tactical Assumptions. 
Various tactical assumptions must be made and provided as 
inputs to the computer-run tactical s ub-model. The bulk of these 
tactical decisions were derived from actual tactical doctrine and 





















Several basic tactical assumptions can be described, however: 
(1) For problem purposes the enemy submarine is assumed to 
travel at a constant speed and on a course normal to the front of 
t he barrier, until engagement takes place with the barrier submarine. 
( 2 ) It is further assumed that the enemy submarines transit 
singly , and arrive at the barrier at random intervals in time and 
with a uniform frequency distribution along the barrier front. 
(3) At the beginning of each problem, each barrier submarine 
is patrolling about the approximate center of its area at some 
prescribed 11 secure 11 speed. This speed will be determined by the 
submarine configuration and by the sound conditions being used in 
the problem. 
With the necessary limiting conditions and input data for 
our problem described, we are now ready to exercise our model 
to produce the output data in the form that we shall require for 
the comparison and selection of our alternatives, which are the 
four submarine configurations; i.e., (1) the basic nuclear-
powered submarine, (2) the basic submarine plus the improved sonar 
a lteration, (3) the basic submarine plus improved noise character-
istics alteration, (4) the basic submarine plus an improved 
t or pedo weapons system alteration. 
The first step in the development of our problem output data 





















The Effectiveness Function. 
We shall produce this effectiveness function, first, for what 
we shall describe as our standard problem conditions, i.e., the 
quiet enemy submarine, average sonar conditions, and with no time 
nlostn by the U.S. submarines in proceeding to their barrier posi-
t ions. The data for the effectiveness function is actually generated 
us ing the computer tactical sub-model described on page 10. 
Using the computer-developed data, effectiveness functions 
are next constructed for each of the four alternative submarine 
configurations being compared. A set of curves displaying the 
effectiveness functions for the basic set of problem conditions is 
shown as Figure 4-2. These curves are presented with effectiveness 
(PK ) shown on the vertical scale and numbers of submarines in the 
barrier shown on the horizontal scale. The information thus 
developed is classified so that actual numerical values cannot be 
shown ; however our curves, as presented, provide a good basis for 
rel ative comparison from which important general characteristics 
are easily discerned. 
It will be noted that each of the four effectiveness curves 
of Figure 4-2 show decreasing marginal return characteristics. It 
is a lso evident that all of the three proposed submarine altera-
t ions are more effective than the unimproved basic submarine, and 
that the improved torpedo s ystem is markedly more effective than 
any of the other three alternative choices. 
These curves, of course, were developed without reference to 
the costs of the various systems. Our next step is to combine the 





















PK vs. Submarines 
(1) Basic Submarine 
( 2 ) Basic Submarine plus Improved Sonar 
(3) Basic Submarine plus Improved Noise 
(4) Basic Submarine plus New Torpedo 
Average Sound Conditions 
Quiet Enemy Submarine (4) 
-------- (3) 
~------------ (2) ~ (1) 
























cost functions that we developed in Chapter Three, Figure 3-1, 
with the effectiveness functions shown in Figure 4- 2 , to produce 
a relationship between total systems cost and effectiveness. 
Cost-Effectiveness Curves; Standard Conditions. 
These curves are shown in Figure 4-3. As mentioned previously, 
this type of curve provides us with our basis for selection from 
among the four alternatives presented for comparison. 
Applying our criterion for comparison described in Chapter One, 
i.e ., that alternative which produces the maximum effectiveness (PK) 
for the least total systems cost, it is clear from Figure 4-3 that 
the improved torpedo alteration, curve no. 4, is the most econo-
mically efficient system of the four alternatives. It should be 
not ed, also, that applying our criterion in its other form; i .e., 
that alternative which produces the highest level of effectiveness 
(PK ) for a given value of total systems cost, would give us the 
same result. 
It will be noted also that the improved sonar alteration, cur ve 
no. 2, displays a relationship that appears extremely sensitive 
to a variation in total cost. An increase in the total s ystems 
cost of the improved sonar alteration in the amount shown by interval 
TT A11 in Figure 4-3, for example, would shift the entire curve no. 2 
upward to the position shown by the dotted line. In this position 
the improved sonar alteration, curve no. 2, now enjoys a much less 
significant cost-effective advantage over the basic submarine, 
curve no. 1. 
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This set of curves also provides a good basis for demonstrating 
t he fallacy of using a rat i o of cost to effectiveness as a criterion 
for selection. In a recent study conducted under the auspices of 
Naval Ship Systems Command, the criterion used for selection was 
t he ratio of incremental increase in cost to the incrementa l i nc r ease 
in ef fe ctiveness per system unit, referred to a basic military s ys t em. 
To demonstrate this criterion we shall apply it to the lower left -
hand points of all curves in Figure 4-3. Since these points 
r epresent the total -cost vs. effectiveness values for equal 
numbers of syst em unit s ( s ubmarines), the resul ts will be in 
proportion to those cal cul ated per system unit (per submarine). 
We shall use curve no. 1 as our basic reference system in 
thi s instance. Referring to the increase in both total cost and 
PK values for curve no . 2 over curve no. 1 as a base index of 1 , 
we find that 6 Cost/6 PK = i = 1, for curve no 2 referred 
~ 3 ~ 
t o c r ve no. 1; that 6 Cost / 6 PK = 1 . 4 2.1 for curve no. 3 
f d I ~ 12 ~ f re erre to curve no. 1; and 6 Cost 6 PK = 2 . 7 = 4 . 5 or curve 
no . 4 r eferred to curve no. 1 . 
Applying this cost / effectiveness ratio criterion then, woul d 
resul t in curve no. 2 being selected as the most efficient, and 
curve no. 4 being considered as the least efficient of the 
alternatives! 
The relation of marginal costs (~ ~~st) to PK for each of our 
a lternative systems i s displayed in Figure 4-4. These curves were 
der ived from the total cost curves of Figure 4-3. They show the 
i ncremental increas e i n the total system cost for an additional 
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unit of effectiveness ( . 01 PK) gained. Once a particular system 
has been selected, using Figure 4- 3, then the margina l cost curves 
for that system can indicate to the decision-maker that level of 
effect i veness of operation of his force at which he will be getting 
t he most return (in effect i vene s s) for the additional resource 
dollar expended. 
Cost - Effectiveness Curves: Combinations of Alternatives; Standard 
Conditions (Figure 4-5) . 
Figure 4-5 shows the cost-effectiveness relationships for 
various combinations of the four alternative s ystems . The same 
s t andard problem conditions appl y as in Figure 4-3. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from these curves: 
(1) The combination of the improved torpedo alteration and 
either or both of the other two alterations wi ll result in a more 
cost -effect i ve system than the improved torpedo s ystem, a lone . 
(2) Curve s nos. 2 and 3 show an interesting relationship , 
in that their relative positions are reversed from what one might 
be led to expect in examining Figure 4-3. Figure 4- 5 shows that 
t he improved torpedo plus improved sonar s ys t em,curve no . 3, is 
dec i dedly superior to the improved torpedo plus nois e improvement 
system, curve no. 2 ; in Figure 4-3, however, the noise improvement 
shows up as considerably better than the sona r improvement syst em. 
This apparent paradox can be explained by the fact that the 
relat i ve superiority of the noise improvement s ystem, Figure 4- 3, 
is due primarily to the advantage that low radiated noise gives 
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to the barrier submarine over the enemy when the tactical engage-
ment takes place at relatively close q~arters. When the improved 
longer-range torpedo is installed, however, the engag ements and 
and kills take place at a much longer range and the effect of the 
low radiated noise on the problem outcome becomes great l y diminished. 
(3) Curve no. 4 appears extremely cost-sensitive when compared 
with curve no . 3, since a fairl y small increase in total systems 
cost of the improved noise a lteration will push the entire curve 
no , 4 upwards to the point where it will no longer be cost-effective 
with r espect to curve no. 3, except at the extremely high range of 
effect i veness. 
(4) It will be noted that curve no. 2 becomes more cost-
effective than curve no, 3 at the higher end of the effectiveness 
PK s cale . This point could be on interest to the decision-maker 
i f he were planning on operating submarines in the type of high-
density barrier operations under which a high level of effective -
nes s woul d be expected. 
(5 ) The marginal cost curves , Fi gure 4- 6, show that all of 
the combination systems, curves nos, 2 , 3, and 4 show a much 
broader range of efficient operation than does the improved 
torpedo system considered a l one, curve no, l, 
Cost- Effective Compari sons - Sensitivity Test Number One (Figure 4-7) , 
In this sensitivity test the standard problem conditions are 
altered by increasing both t he radiated noise and self-noise level 
of the enemy submarine. This change in characteristics will result 
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in a reduced sonar detection capability on the part of the enemy; 
it will also resul t in an increased probability of the enemy being 
detected by the barrier submarine . 
Comparing the results of our sensitivity test , Figure 4-7, 
with those produced under our standard set of problem conditions, 
Figure 4-3,reveql s several areas in which significant variation 
is evident: 
(1) Curve no. 4, the improved torpedo alteration, shows 
generally increased cost-effectiveness , particularly in the lower 
rang e of its effectiveness. It remains clearly the superior choice 
on a cost-effectiveness basis. 
(2 ) Curve no. 3 , the improved noise alteration shows only 
a s light increase in its cost-effective position. This i s because 
the effect of the low radiated noise provided by this alteration 
is largely lost on the enemy submarine who has become relatively 
11deafn because of his own high self-noise l evel. 
(3 ) Curve no. 2, the sonar improvement alteration, shows 
increas ed over-al l cost-effectiveness. This i s due to the i ncreased 
range of sonar detection made possible by the increased radiat ed 
no ise - level of the nno i syn enemy submarine. 
(4 ) In comparing curves no . 2 and 3 in Figure 4-7, no. 3 
appears to provide the mose desirable overall characteristics. 
Curve no. 2 might prove interesting t o the decision- maker conc erned 
with the lower ranges of effectiveness only, but cur ve no . 3 shows 
a greater potential for expansion , and is clearly superior to 2 





















Cost-Effec t i ve Comparisons - Sensitivity Test Number Two ( Figure 4- 8 ). 
For this sensitivity test the basic mission scenario i s chang ed 
so that the submarine barrier is now located a t a signifi cant di s -
tanc e from the port at which t he barrier s ubmar i nes are ba sed , Thi s 
has the effect, over an extended period of time, of r equiring a 
larger total number of submarines to s upport a g i ven number cont i n-
uously maintained on the barrier, since a certain proport ion of the 
s ubmarines must always be involved in traveling t o and from t he 
barrier at any given instant in time . The result of this require-
ment for an increased number of submarines is , of course, that the 
t ota l cost associated with a given level of effect i veness will be 
i ncreased directly in proportion to the additional number of sub-
marines required, In the case of t he noise improvement s ystem, 
however, the increase in total cost will be less than t hat for 
t he other alternative systems. This is true because t he reduct ion 
i n radiated noise-level associated with the nois e improvement 
program will allow the submarines to travel t o and from the bar r ier 
at a higher speed and still enjoy the s ame degr ee of securit y f rom 
det ect ion by enemy submarines. This higher speed means less travel 
time involved, which is direct l y trans l at ed i nto f ewer submar i nes 
required to support the barrier and hence, lower relative cost s. 
Figure 4- 8 shows the results of this sensitivity t est. It 
wi ll be not ed that in comparison with Fi gure 4- 3, cur ves no s, 1 , 
2 ~ and 4 have all shifted upwards (become less cost~effective ) due 
t o t he increased total costs . Curve no. 3, the nois e impr ovement 
a l t eration, has shifted upwards , also , but t o a le sser extent than 
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the others, causing it to become even more cost-effective in 
comparison to curves nos. 1 and 2, and produc i ng an area in which 
it even becomes competitive with t he improved torpedo a l t er ation, 
curve no. 4 . 
This effect could have a significant i mpact on other of our 
problem cases . In the case of Fi gure 4~ 5, for example, the 
addit ion of the effect of the travel time t o the barrier would 
shift the new torpedo plus noise improvement , curve no . 2, 
relative to the others so that it could easil y become compet i tive 
with curve no. 3, the new torpedo plus sonar i mprovement cur ve. 
Cost-Effective Compari sons - Sensitivity Test Number Three (Figure 4-9). 
In this test the standard set of conditions are varied by an 
improvement in the environmenta l conditions, namely t he sea-state . 
This will result in improved detection capability for both t he 
barrier submarines and the enemy submarines . The effect of this 
variation proves to be essentially uni nteresting. Comparison with 
Figure 4-3 shows that all of the alt ernatives ~ cur ves nos. 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 increase their cost- effective s -- but all mai ntain their 
approximate relative pos itions. 
An important aspect of our system of comparisons should be 
noted at this point . We have been interested strictl y in the 
selection of one alternative as oppo sed to another. We are not 
concerned with the quite different problem of obtaining an efficient 
11 mixn of the competing alternatives. Such a 11 mix 11 of systems} within 





















purposely outfitted with an improved sonar but i nferior torpedo 
system and another submarine with improved torpedo but inferior 
sonar. This type of a solution is not applicable t o the category 
of problem that we have under considerat ion for several rea sons: 
(1) Under the basic problem assumptions, the barrier 
submarines operate independently of one another . Under such con~ 
dit ions, each submarine functions as a self-contained unit and 
has only its own weapons and sensor syst em with which to protect 
itself and to detect, track, and kill the enemy. It is therefore 
nec essary that each submarine be outfitted with the most economically 
efficient system that can be provided. This requirement can be 
considered to be in the nature of a technological constraint when 
considered in the context of our product ion firm analogy of 
Chapter One. 
(2) The second reason is mathematical in nature, and pertains 
to the relationship that exists between the product ion functions 
of the various alternatives. In order that the basic conditions 
obtain whereby an efficient TTmixTT of any two systems can be 
determined , it is necessary that their bas i c effect i venes s (pro-
duct ion) functions be additive in nature . Considering Figure 4- 2, 
thi s would i mply that, fo r example, a .50-.50 mix of the nois e 
improvement alteration, curve no. 3, and t he torpedo improvement 
alteration, curve no. 4, would result in a hybrid effect i veness 
f unct ion that would show characteristics of curve no. 3 for the 
first half of its range and characteristics of cur ve no, 4 for 





















problem, however, will lead us to conclude, intuit i vely , that the 
effectiveness function of the 11 mixedlf barrier will be neither of 
the above two results , but a smooth- form funct ion l ying between 
curves nos. 3 and 4. The fact that the bas i c relat ionships in-
volved are not additive, is further strongly s uggest ed by t he 
results previously noted in the combined s ystems curves of 
Figure 4-5. I n this figure the noise improvement alteration and 
the sonar improvement alteration reversed their .relative positions 
when combined with the basic torpedo alteration. This is just the 
opposite of results that would have been predict ed if the relation-
ships were, in fact, additive. 
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Summary of Results . 
The results that we hav e obtai ned i n the exercise of our 
met hodology present to the deci s ion-maker t he e essar y informat ion 
from which to draw a number of meaningf ul observations wi th r espect 
to the four alternatives being compar ed : 
(1 ) The impr oved torpedo alt e ation is cl early the su erior 
choice , on a cost - effective basis , of the four al t ernatives pr e-
s ent ed fo r comparison within the speci f i c mi l i tary mi s s i on consi-
der ed, i . e ., the destruction of enemy submarines thr ough the use 
of an ant i - submarine , submarine barrier . The improved t orpedo 
alterat ion maintains a clear advantage over the ot her al t er na :iv es 
t hroughout nearly the entire r ange of par·arnet er variat i ons t ested , 
For all ranges of effectiveness (P ) he i mpr oved t orpedo 
system will pr ovide the desired probabili ty of k i ll (P ) fo r the 
least total cost, or least total r e sour ce expendit ure f or the 
s peci fied mi ssion, with a s i ngle exception . Tha~ except ion has a 
nar row r ange of applicat ion and i s illus r a ed by Sens i t i vi ty Test 
Number Three ( Figure 4- 8) , which considers the variation i n r es· ·lts 
caus ed by a r equi rement for trans i t time o a· 1d from the barrier. 
In thi s cas e , the improved noise al t er at ion (c· r ve no. 3) over-
takes the new t orpedo al t er a i on (curve no . 4 , i n t he lower 
s egment of i t s e f fe ct i veness r ange. Thi s small ar ea of advantage ~ 
however, shoul d prove of les s significance _han t he fact that 
curve no . 4 offer s opportuni ty fo r expans ion at l ow and and f a irly 
constant mar g·i na.l costs over a.n ext ended r ang e of ef f ectiveness 




















(2 ) The improved torpedo alterat ion can achieve increas ed 
cost - effect iveness by being employed i n combinat ion wi th either 
or both of the competing alterations ~ Figure 4-5. 
At this point 3 the decision-maker should proceed wi th 
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caut ion in inter preting the result s, however. Figure 4- 5 clearl y 
shows that the i mproved torpedo i n combination wi t h t he i mpr oved 
sonar alteration, curve no . 2 , is more effici ent than the i m-
proved torpedo i n combination with the noise improvement al t era-
t ion, curve no , 3, for the 11 standardn s et of problem conditions. 
Based on the resul ts noted in Figure 4-8, however , we wo ld expect 
that any s ystem incorporating the noise i mprovement alteration 
would show cons i derabl y increased cost-eff ectiveness under condi~ 
tions i n which transit time were required for the submarines 
proceeding to and f r om station . For t his r eason · he decision-
maker should conduct a sensit i vity-t est wi th transit - time a s a 
variable before arriv i ng at any defini t e conc l usions a s t o the 
relative cost-effective positions of ·urves _o , 2 and 3 s i n 
Figure 4-5 . 
( 3) I· the event that the decision-maker 1 s a rea of cons i d-
era i on must be conf i ned to a select ion between t he i mproved sonar 
alterat ion, and t he improved noi s e alteration, then the s elect ion 
i s somewhat l e ss clear than in the cas e presented by pa r agr aph (1 
above , since the rel ation between t he s e two alterat ions shows a 






















For example , if a 11 noisy11 enemy submarine were postul ated 1 
a s in Figure 4-7, then either the improved sonar alteration~ 
curve no . 2, or the improved noise a l teration, curve no , 3, 
could be selected dep ending on the r ange of effectiveness i n 
which t he decision-maker planned to operate t he barrier sub-
mari nes . The decision would become simpler, however, under 
conditions which requi red signific ant trans i t=time t o the barrier 
stat i ons . As Fi gure 4- 8 shows, the nois e i mprovement al t er at ion, 
cur ve no. 3, can be expect ed to show an over all i ncreas ed cost-
effectiveness with r es pect t o the sonar improvement alter at i on, 
curve no . 2. If, however, it were postul at ed that the enemy 
no ise characteristics were inferior t o those us ed in Figure 4-7, 
then the improved sonar curve coul d be expec ed to gain relative 
to t he improved noise curve . In both cases ~ddi i onal s ensi ··i vi ·y 
test s woul d be clear l y indicated. 
It is i mportant , at this point, to not e tha .he decision-
maker would be well-advised not to make hi s fi nal selection based 
on t he res ults of our t est problem, alone , This is so , due 
primarily to t he fact that because of the need t o narrow o r area 
of investigation , we consider ed onl y ~ mission of t he nuclear 
submarine in formulating our pr obl em, That mission was, of 
cours e , the destruction of enemy submarines while operating in an 
anti -submarine barrier. There are , numer ous other specific 
missions of bot h hot-war and cold-war nature j that nuclear s· b-
marines are capable of performing. Any s elect ion of alternat i ve 






















competing a l t erat ions in t he performance of the other pertinent 
miss ion areas, The methodolog y devel oped i n this paper sho ld 
provide a framework for the conduct of cost- ef f ectiveness anal ys is 
of ot her missions, once the basic measure- of- e ffectiveness (MOE 
have been det ermined for those miss ions, 
Wi th the results thus presented as t o the performance of t he 
a l t erations being compared in the various rel evan mis sion areas~ 
the decision- maker can select the mo st efficient s yst em for 
each specific mission being considered ~ and f rom these 11 semi -
final11 selections make the final select ion or s elect ions of the 





















onclus ions and Critique. 
Based on the review of the results produced by our model , 
it can be f airly concluded that we have developed wi hin t his 
paper a methodology that has a direct and prac i cal application 
t o t he problem that was presented at the outset of o r study, 
namely, that of selecting the most economically efficient ship-
alteration from a group of proposed alt ernatives. While the 
subject of broader util ization of our model was not addressed 
7 
in our anal ysis , it nonetheless appear s t hat our basic methodology 
has also a range of application to a much wider scope of pr oblems, 
including other mission categories of submarines and extending 
t o other ship-types as well , 
The dimensions of the problem that we constructed for t e 
exerc ise of our methodology were necessarily cons rained by t he 
scope and object i ves of the study, As a resul t our model, a s 
presentl y configured ~ requires modifications and extensions before 
i can be directl y applied t o a pract ical real~\ivorld version of 
our study problem, Some primary areas whi h r equi re additional 
analysis and development are discus s ed below: 
(1 The tactical sub-model was sever ely constr a i ned by he 
a ssumptions made with regard to the tacti s t hat the enemy 
submarine would use; e .g., that enemy submarine arri vals at the 
barrier woul d occur singly and would occur essent i ally as r andom 
independent events ; t hat the enemy submarine would ravel at a 






















Thes e limitati ons can be readi ly corrected by expanding he 
capabilities of the basic computer tacti cal sub-model t o accornmo-
date tactical situations in which enemy submarines can be made 
t o operate in the various tactical opt ions which are obviously 
open t o them, e .g. , simultaneous ar rival i n num ers greater 
than one , 11 saturation 11 type r aids which conc entr at e a l a r g·e 
number of enemy submarines on a singl e barrier submar i ne , e c . 
Such flexibility would allow for the eval uat ion o f propo s ed 
equipment and weapon s ystems in a realisti c tact i cal env ironment 
more clos ely comparable t o the r ea l -war s i tuat ion i n which such 
systems may actually be required t o f unct ion . 
( 2 ) Onl y one measure- of- effect i vene ss , t he pr obability of 
the barrier submarine killing the enemy s bmar i ne PK), was us ed 
in our model . In ac t ualit y , any model pur porting to repres en 
realist i call y a two-sided engag ement m st a l so t ake into account 
the probability of the enemy submarine killing the barrier s ub-
marine , Our tact i cal sub-model thus sho· ·ld be capabl e of producing 
output i n t erms o f both pr obability-of-kills , Wn '.le he enemy~ 
proba ility-o f~kill does not appear t o e d i re t ly amenable t o 
the type of economi c anal ys i s that we applied o he barrier 
probability-of-kill (PK) in o r model , i can never heless be 
employed by the upper-level dec i s ion-maker as ano· her one of t he 
judgement i nputs he uses i n arrivi ng at h i s final s elect ion. The 
form whi ch appears most useful i s he comb i ning of the two 





















Thi s exchange-ratio represents the ratio of barrier submarines 
los t per enemy submarine destroyed. Such a measurement value 
i s obviousl y of interest to the decision-maker since , when 
applied over a period of extended eng agement , it provides a 
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direct measure of the ability of the barrier submarine force t o 
support a sustained operation. 
( 3) The range of sensitivity-test i ng that should be appli ed 
t o pr oblem results is undoubtedly considerably greater than ·that 
used for purpo ses of illustration in our paper. The scope of 
sensit ivity t est ing should be sufficient to provide th e decision-
maker with a reasonabl y oomplete picture of the performanc e of 
the alternatives under as broad a range of relevant circumstances 
as possible . A number of areas appear particul arly frui tful f or 
addit ona l t esting of this nature : 
( a ) Sound propagation conditions are known t o vary 
wi dely throughout the world . Since sound propag·at ion directly 
aff ect s the ability of one submarine t o detect another, ariat ions 
would undoubt edly have a critical impact on t he results obtained . 
For thi s reason sensitivity t ests should be applied , varying t he 
sound propagation parameters to corre s pond wi ·h thos e areas of 
the world i n whi ch the s ubmarine is likely to operate . 
(b ) Sensitivity tests should be applied t o the f ul l 
r ange of possible enemy submarine configur ations and charact eris-
t i cs t hat are necessary to describe · he enemy's po · ent i a l threat 






















(c) The characteristics of the bas i c U.S. submarine 
should also be varied. While in our paper we confined our at t en-
t ion to the consideration of a single type of U.S. submarine , a 
full- range sensitivity test should include sufficient variation 
t o encompass the major classes of U.S. submarines, pr esent and 
future, to which t he proposed alterations are considered applicable , 
(4) As noted previously, the model used in this study 
considers t he U.S, submarine operating in but a single mission 
and measure s the performance of the various a l terations in that 
mission environment onl y. In order to obtain a comprehensive 
vi ew of the overall effectiveness of each individual alteration, 
i ts performance in all possible mission assignments should be 
evaluated. While the met hodology developed in this paper should 
provide a satisfactory f ramework for cost - effective evaluations 
in t he other submarine missions , further analytical work will be 
·required to devis e some acceptable s yst em for weighting t he 
relative worth of the various missions for purposes of compari -
sons . A related problem is that of eval uating the worth of 
alterat ions that do not improve specific performanc e characteris-
tic s of the submarine ~ e.g ., improved crew ' s berthing or laundry 
facilit ies. A method ~s needed that will somehow relate the 
advantages that the s e types of alt erations produce to the s ubmarine 's 
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